Heat-Resistant Foam Concrete on the Basis of Two-Component Binder
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Abstract. The composition of dry mix on the basis of two-component cementing agent (aluminous cement and clay of the “Kustikha” field), mineral additives (a metakaolin, the RSAM sulfoaluminate modifier, waste of basalt fiber), Ufapore foamer and the accelerating and plasticizing “Citrate-T” additive is developed. When mixing “Citrate-T” additive with water at Water/Solid = 0.45–0.70, the subsequent mechanical binder and hardening of a foam mass heat-resistant foam concretes with a density of 300–650 kg/m³ are formed (depending on Water/Solid value). Foam concretes have strength on compression of 0.2–2.5 MPa before warming up when their initial strength depends on processes of hydration curing of aluminous cement that provides fixation of their porous structure. After annealing at 1000 °C foam concretes have final strength of 0.3–3.2 MPa due to processes of solid-phase agglomeration of clay with other components of dry mix at their heating. Foam concretes after annealing unlike foam concretes on the basis of a Portland cement and aluminous cement have big strength. Introduction of the accelerating and plasticizing “Citrate-T” additive into composition of the dry mix leads to an increase of rheological properties in expanded foam mass and time reduction of its drying and curing. It has been established that an essential role is played by the relation Water/Solid: at increase in the relation Water/Solid (with 0.45 to 0.70) occurs increase in volume propriety of accelerating and plasticizing “Citrate-T” additive unlike foam concretes on the basis of a Portland cement and aluminous cement have big strength. Introduction of the accelerating and plasticizing “Citrate-T” additive into composition of the dry mix leads to an increase of rheological properties in expanded foam mass and time reduction of its drying and curing. It has been established that an essential role is played by the relation Water/Solid: at increase in the relation Water/Solid (with 0.45 to 0.70) occurs increase in volume propriety of accelerating and plasticizing “Citrate-T” additive unlike foam concretes on the basis of a Portland cement and aluminous cement have big strength. Introduction of the accelerating and plasticizing “Citrate-T” additive into composition of the dry mix leads to an increase of rheological properties in expanded foam mass and time reduction of its drying and curing. It has been established that an essential role is played by the relation Water/Solid: at increase in the relation Water/Solid (with 0.45 to 0.70) occurs increase in volume propriety of accelerating and plasticizing “Citrate-T” additive unlike foam concretes on the basis of a Portland cement and aluminous cement have big strength. Introduction of the accelerating and plasticizing “Citrate-T” additive into composition of the dry mix leads to an increase of rheological properties in expanded foam mass and time reduction of its drying and curing. It has been established that an essential role is played by the relation Water/Solid: at increase in the relation Water/Solid (with 0.45 to 0.70) occurs increase in volume propriety of accelerating and plasticizing “Citrate-T” additive unlike foam concretes on the basis of a Portland cement and aluminous cement have big strength.
улучшают свою прочность. Введение в состав сухой смеси ускоряющей и пластифицирующей добавки «Цитрат-Т» приводит к повышению реологических свойств вспененной пеномассы и сокращению времени ее схватывания и твердения. Установлена существенная роль водотвердого отношения при получении пенобетонов: с повышением водотвердого отношения с 0,45 до 0,70 увеличиваются объем пеномассы после вслучивания, неоднородность пор и их размеры, что приводит к уменьшению плотности пенобетонов и прочности на сжатие.
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One of relevant materials research tasks consists in creation of effective and inexpensive heat-insulating materials for improvement of the designs of a heat-shielding working in the conditions of high-temperature heating.

Foam concrete, undoubtedly, one of the most perspective and attractive construction materials. At low prime cost, this environmentally friendly material has high heat-insulating parameters, low density, and fire resistance and is one of effective heat-resistant materials.

Aluminous and high-aluminous cements widely use at production modern the furring of fire-resistant compositions [1, 2]. These cements are distinguished by a combination of the properties necessary for production of heat-resistant cellular materials: the high initial speed of curing promoting obtaining qualitative porous structure, fire resistance and high durability. However, use of aluminous cements in compositions of cellular concrete which are made on foamy technology is accompanied by a number of problems: aluminous cements considerably reduce stability of foam in the course of receiving foam-concrete mix, concrete on aluminous cements are characterized by considerable decrease in strength in the range of working temperatures of the majority of industrial furnaces [2].

The technology and properties gazo- and foam concretes are almost identical. The main lack of foam concretes is use of foaming agents, the majority of whom are strong delay mechanisms of curing of cements, especially at a stage of set of plastic strength. However, foam concretes are distinguished by softer and uniform porosity and, with other things being equal, higher strength [3].

Recently there were various prescription compositions and various additives, processing methods and the equipment allowing improving production of foam-concrete products [4]. One of the perspective directions of increase in technological efficiency of foam concretes is receiving dry mixes for their production [5].

The analysis of the current state of production of dry construction mixes shows that in their various nomenclatures there are practically no mineral distending composite materials. International and domestic experience of use of dry mixes in construction confirms their high efficiency and advantages in comparison with traditional methods of work. The appeal of dry mixes to consumers is that they are almost ready to the use, are conveniently packaged and at the correct operation the long time is kept by the properties. In this regard, the researches directed to development of technology of receiving dry mixes for production of heat-resistant foam concretes and studying of their properties are relevant.

The purpose of this work is development of composition of dry mix for production of heat-resistant foam concretes with use two-component knitting.

For achievement of a goal it was necessary to solve the following problems: to study physical and chemical processes of structurization at application two-component knitting when receiving heat-resistant foam concretes, to investigate influence of solid foaming agent and mineral additives on density, structure and strength characteristics of foam concretes when heating to 1000 °C, to establish their optimum concentration, to develop composition of dry mix.

For a basis for development of dry mix for receiving heat-resistant foam concrete used two-component knitting – aluminous GTs-40 cement and the clay from the field of Kustikh (Gomel region) which is previously dried up at 150 °C and crushed in a spherical mill till the rest on a grid No 0.25.

In the course of performance of experimental work it is established that unlike the traditional foam concretes (in particular, on the basis of the
Portland cement and aluminous cement) losing durability already at a temperature of 600–800 °C, foam concretes on the basis of two-component knitting get initial strength due to the processes of hydration curing of aluminous cement providing fixation of porous structure of foam concretes and gaining final strength due to processes of solid-phase agglomeration of clay and waste of fire-resistant materials (chamotte) at their heating which don't reduce the strength, and, on the contrary, increase.

As aluminous cement consists, generally of the low-main aluminates of calcium, at hydration eventually, hydro aluminates are enriched with oxide of calcium and the additional amount of hydroxide of aluminum is distinguished. At the same time changes crystals of hydro aluminates and hydroxide of aluminum crystallizes. Processes of recrystallization of hydro aluminates proceed quicker, than calcium hydro silicates in a portlandcement. Gels of aluminates of calcium are characterized by obviously expressed thixotropy and show properties the elastic-plastic of bodies that is very important in technology of foam concretes. The foam-forming ability and stability of the received foams is also influenced by change pH the water phase and ions which are formed because of hydration of cement [6].

Foam concrete was received by mechanical hashing (300 rpm) of dry mix with water at W/S the relation 0.45–0.70 within 5 min and the subsequent swelling up cement mix with the help of the mixer (2000 rpm) within 2 min and hardening of blown-out weight.

It is established that the greatest stability the made foam mass when using solid powdery Ufapore foaming agent at its concentration has of 0.5–1.0 %. Stability of the made foam mass in time remains within 20–30 min, and then its draft with reduction of volume by 30–35 % begins.

It is known [7] that the more extent of hydration of aluminous cement for the same period, the is higher supersaturation of a gel liquid phase. The last allows to influence effectively not only the speed of curing of cement mortar, but also process of management of structurization and to support constant conditions of formation of a liquid phase for the entire period of growth of structure. It can be reached at the expense of the additives entered into structure of the cement test, i. e. substances increasing interaction of cement clinker with water or promoting increase in speed of a conclusion of some products of hydration from the environment of interaction of cement with water.

To such additives as it is established in works [8, 9], it is necessary to carry citrate of sodium which provides the high initial strength of destruction of brick materials of cement and at the same time promotes creation of liquid gel phase. Speed of saturation of the last is defined not only by concentration of citrate of sodium, but also a amount of water. Besides, the citrate of sodium which is present at cement hydration process provides formation in a gel phase of ultra-small particles of hydro aluminates which are partially or completely in a X-ray amorphous form. Amorphicity of hydrates is followed by increase in alkalinity of the environment and their dispersion. The last leads to essential hardening of a cement stone.

For increase in stability of of foam mass in time entered Citrate-T additive on the basis of sodium citrate in number of 1.7 % [8] which allows to improve rheological properties of the made foam mix into composition of dry mix: to increase her mobility (dislocation a minicone in the presence of additive makes 60–80 mm, while without her 40–45 mm), to increase stability of a foam mass and to accelerate secure time (5 h) and (10 h) in comparison with foam concrete without Citrate-T additive (24 h and more).

For the purpose of increase in thermal firmness of foam concretes at the subsequent their high-temperature heating and reductions of aluminous cement as a part of dry mix added fine clay and waste of fire-resistant materials (chamotte). As clay component of two-component knitting clays from various fields of Republic of Belarus have been tested (Gaydukovka, Osetki, Kustikh, Lukoml). For establishment of a possibility of use of clay of a certain field pilot studies according to her influence on stability of foam mass, terms of curing and property of foam concretes at their heating to 1000 °C have been conducted. Researches have shown that when using fine clay of the field of Kustikh (the chemical composition, mas. %: SiO₂ – 65; Al₂O₃ – 12.58; Fe₂O₃ – 4.4; TiO₂ – 0.78; CaO – 4.48; MgO – 1.0; K₂O – 1.85; Na₂O – 0.37; SO₃ – 0.17 [10]) the made foam mass differs in bigger stability and uniformity of a small time, than when using clays of other fields.
The analysis of experimental data has shown that further improvement of fire properties of foam concretes can be reached due to use of the filler received by crushing of waste of chamotte. Optimum content of aluminous cement, clay of Kustikh and waste of chamotte as a part of dry mix is established. The structures containing GTs-40 in number of 25–30%, clays of 25–30% and chamotte of 25–30% also are preferable. Such structures are characterized by an optimum combination of compressive strength of foam concretes after natural curing (2.0–2.5 MPa) and after their heating to 1000 °C (3.0–3.2).

As is well-known [6], aluminous cement distinguishes rapid growth of strength, especially in initial terms of curing of a cement stone. It is necessary to refer decrease in strength at long curing to its shortcomings. Recrystallization of hexagonal hydro aluminates in a cubic form is the reason of falling of strength of a cement stone. It is established [11] that the great influence on recrystallization of hydro aluminates of calcium from a hexagonal form in cubic is exerted by super saturation on SAO of steam liquid of a cement stone. The research of process of hydration of aluminous cements with additive of a met kaolin has shown increase in speed of hydration of aluminous cement and lack of recrystallization of hydro aluminates of calcium [12]. Introduction of a met kaolin to aluminous cement leads to stabilization of hexagonal hydro aluminates of calcium at long curing of aluminous cement that has allowed recommending composite structure (aluminous cement with additive of 5% of met kaolin) for preparation of dry mix.

Also it has been established that at a blow-out of dry mix on the basis of aluminous cement, the clay of Kustikh, chamotte and a met kaolin containing Citrate-T additive and Ufapore foaming agent at W/S the relation 0.45–0.70 foam concretes with a density of 300–600 kg/m³ when drying which in 5–10 days are formed shrinkable cracks due to formation of a large number of the ettringit for unit of volume of foam concrete are formed [6]. Decrease in number of the ettringit can be reached due to calcium hydroxide binding in the course of initial structurization of foam concrete in almost insoluble connections.

Data on use as a part of cellular and concrete mixes of the RSAM additive representing the extending sulfosalicyminatny modifier, which gives the chance to give to cement such properties as ensuring compensation of shrinkable deformations and increase of strength, are provided in works [13, 14].

It is established that RSAM additive has the extending effect and in foam concrete on the basis of two-component knitting – aluminous cement and clay of Kustikh that allows to use it for compensation of shrinkage in the presence of Citrate-T additive.

Boundary concentration of RSAM in number of 15% of the mass of aluminous cement which introduction to dry mix provides manifestation of the expanding effect when receiving heat-resistant foam concrete is defined.

Expansion of field of effective use of heat-resistant foam concretes is possible due to disperse reinforcing by fibers of mineral origin. Addition in foam concrete of a fiber can't change either density, or heat conductivity of material. However, it can affect strength indicators. One of the main shortcomings of foam concrete is its high fragility. Besides, shrinkable deformations when heating are characteristic of heat-resistant foam concretes that leads to emergence in them of the cracks bringing then to destruction of all material. For improvement of properties of heat-resistant foam concretes expediently disperse reinforcing by mineral fibers, in particular, basalt. Basalt fiber is a by-product of receiving a basalt roving. In works [15, 16] it is established that on border of foam-cement weight and the basalt fiber which is in an amorphous state there is a hemo-sorption interaction with the advent of the additional new growths relating to the low-main hydro silicates of calcium. On the surface of thin basalt fibers in places of mechanical defects the centers of crystallization with formation of network of the hexagonal plates and needle crystals which are growing together with spherical grains of cement system in addition are created strengthening effects of fibers as disperse fittings.

Having considered efficiency of the used components of dry mix for receiving heat-resistant foam concretes, pilot study on optimization of composition of dry mix, establishment of optimum concentration of components and influence of structure on physical and chemical properties of foam mass and foam concrete has been conducted. As it has been established, optimum concentration of
mineral additives as a part of dry mix on the basis of aluminous cement, clay of Kustikh and chamotte at their ratio 1:1:1 are, mas. %: a met kaolin – 5, RSAM – 5, basalt fiber – 3.2, Citrate-T additive – 1.7 and Ufapore 0.5 foaming agent. From such composition of dry mix it is possible to receive heat-resistant foam concrete without emergence of shrinkable cracks with a density of 300–650 kg/m³ depending on W/S of the relation (0.45–0.70) and compressive strength of 0.2–2.5 MPa at natural hardening and 0.3–3.2 MPa after warming up at 1000 °C. Foam concrete at natural hardening has gray color, and after warming up at 1000 °C due to solid-phase agglomeration of clay with components of dry mix – red-brown (fig. 1).

When determining W/S of the relation it is important to consider that one part of water is necessary for formation of foam and another – for hydration knitting both dissolution of solid additives, and the over expenditure or the shortage of water substantially worsens structure of foam concrete. Reduction of W/S of the relation allows increasing density and strength of foam concretes, but at the same time rheological properties of foam mass worsen. At increase in W/S of the relation, the draft of foam mass and reduction of density and strength of foam concretes is observed. It is established that the range of optimum W/S of the relation is rather narrow. At W/S values of the relation less than 0.45 process of formation of foam-concrete mix can't be carried out. If W/S exceeds the relation 0.70, the uniformity of a time of foam-concrete mix (the sizes a bubble fluctuate from 0.1 to 3.0 mm) decreases, foam mass volume after swelling up increases by 30–40 % and considera-

bly foam concrete density up to 250–300 kg/m³ and its strength (0.2–0.3 MPa) decreases.

Apparently from 2 photos of morphology of a surface of chips of foam concrete provided on fig. 2 after natural curing within 28 days (a) and W/S of the relation which are warmed up at 1000 °C (b) with increase from 0.45 to 0.70 heterogeneity of a time and their sizes increases and shrinkable cracks even after warming up aren't observed at 1000 °C.

CONCLUSION

As a result of the carried-out work the composition of dry mix on the basis of two-component knitting (aluminous cement and clay of Kustikh), mineral additives (a met kaolin, the RSAM sulfoaluminatny modifier, waste of basalt fiber), Ufapore foaming agent and the accelerating and plasticizing Citrate-T additive water at W/S the relation 0.45–0.70, the subsequent mechanical
hardening of foam mass forms the heat-resistant foam concretes with a density of 300–650 kg/m³ and compressive strength of 0.2–3.2 MPa getting initial strength due to processes of hydration curing of aluminous cement and gaining final strength due to processes of solid-phase agglomeration of clay of Kustikh with other components of dry mix at their heating to 1000 °C which unlike foam concretes on the basis of the portlandcement and aluminous cement don't reduce the strength, and, on the contrary, is developed increase.
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